
Recruiting Vietnamese Participants for
 SHARP #1 (Seoul Hanoi Artist Residency Plexus #1) 

JW Fine Art Intro.

JW Fine Art tries to expand the base of culture and art via many projects. Through 

international and cultural exchange, it stimulates domestic art world and promotes Korean 

artists to the world. JW Fine Art provides creative environment that grows with artists for 

their prosperity. We will become a new trend in Korean art world and continue to 

contribute to make healthy Korean Art world. 

Purpose

This project aims to provide inspiration to both Korean and Vietnamese artists via 

international and cultural exchange and to arouse interest in Vietnamese art and culture in 

Korea through exhibiting collaborative works. Since Koreans are not so familiar with 

Vietnam’s culture and artistic backgrounds, this Residency Project, Sharp #1, will be a great 

opportunity for both countries’ artists to build and strengthen artistic network through 

understanding each country’s nature and in-depth communication. 

In doing so, we are currently looking for 3 Vietnamese students and/or artists residing in 

Korea, who has been interested in culture and art. You will be staying with other 3 Korean 

students and/or artists for a month in Seoul, and will be creating collaborative artworks 

that can showcase who you are as Vietnamese.

We will organize an exhibition with your collaborative artworks in Seoul. Due to COVID-19, 

this project offers not only offline but also online exhibition. Both exhibitions will be open 

at the end of project, the first week of December, as a final report. Offline exhibition will 

be held at JW Fine Art Gallery, located in Seoul. Online exhibition will base on Virtual 

Reality exhibition, in the form of online viewing room. 

Accomodation will be provided to all participants, including daily expenses. 

■ Project Date 

- Residency Program: 4 Weeks (10.16 ~ 11.13)

- Exhibition Date: 2 Weeks in December

** The schedule is subject to change due to COVID-19 and/or weather condition.

■ Subject/Target

- International Students from Vietnam, enrolled in Korean universities (4 years)

- Vietnamese artists residing in Korea

■ Qualification

- Must be a Vietnam citizen 

- English or Korean Speaker preferred.



■ Application Period

2020. 08. 18. (Tue.) ~ 2020. 09. 18. (Fri.)

■ How to Submit 

- You can submit your application via email only, to sienna@jwartgallery.co.kr

- You must fill out the provided application to apply. Must write in English or Korean.

■ What We Offer

- Accomodation during the residency program. Residency is located in Seoul.

- Online and offline exhibition (Offline: JW Fine Art Gallery / Online: VR)

- Cost of art materials and daily expenses will be provided, via ZeroPay.

■ Inquiry

- sienna@jwartgallery.co.kr 

- We only accept email inquiries, in English or Korean.
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